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The ways to address are how architectures define the address of something they want to access. In GPR machines, a contact mode can specify a permanent, a register or a location memory. The most common name to address methods (names may vary between architectures) using instructions for
example, R4, R3 R4 &lt;-R4 s R3 when a value a ridge The instant add to the ser is R4, #3 sr4 &lt;-R4 s 3 constants for transportation r4, 100 (R1) R4 &lt;-R4 s M [100] add r4, (R1) R4 &lt;-R4 s [R1] to add a pointer or a count address index to access the local variable registration Add R3 , (R1 s R2) R3
&lt;-R3 s m [R1 s S2] Useful in address from a row: Add R1-Saf R2 Index Directly R1 , (1001) R1 &lt; R1 + M [1001]  ﺟﺎﻣﺪ ڈﯾﭩﺎ ﻣﯿﻤﻮری ﻣﻠﺘﻮی ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﮐﺮﻧ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻣﻔﯿﺪR1, @ (R3) R1 &lt;-R1 + M [M [R3]]  اﮔﺮR3
 ﭘﻮاﺋﻨﭩﺮ ﮐﺎ ﭘﺘp ،  * ﭘﮭﺮ ﻣﻮڈ ﮐﯽ ﭘﯿﺪاوارp  آﭨﻮ اﺿﺎﻓ ﺷﺎﻣﻞR1 ، (R2) + R1 &lt;-R1 + M [R2] R2 &lt;-R2 + d
اﯾﮏ ﻟﻮپ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻟﮍﯾﻮں ﮐ ذرﯾﻌ ﻧﮑﻠﻨ ﮐ ﻟﺌ ﻣﻔﯿﺪ. R2-A element auto-teaching includes the introduction of r1's sarind size,-(R2) R2 &lt;-R2-d R1 &lt;-R1 s m [R2] the same as self-addition. دﮬﮑﺎ اور ﭘﺎپ ﺗﯿﺰ
 دوﻧﻮں ﮐﻮ ﺑﮭﯽ اﯾﮏ اﺳﭩﯿﮏ ﮐﻮ ﻻﮔﻮ ﮐﺮﻧ ﮐ ﻟﺌ اﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎل ﮐﯿﺎ ﺟﺎ ﺳﮑﺘﺎR1 100 ,( ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﮐﺮﯾﮟR2) [R3] R1 &lt;-R1 +
M [100 + R2 + R3 * d] اﻧﮉﯾﮑﺲ ﻟﮍﯾﻮں ﮐ ﻟﺌ اﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎل ﮐﯿﺎ. Some machines can be applied to any base address mode. Note: &lt;-Assigned M-Memory Name: M [R1] refers to memory location materials that are immediately addressed by R1 content and use mode while addressing their migration methods.
The key question to address the migration style is that it is used immensely. Choosing the migration field size is important as it directly affects the length of the instructions. According to a gPR measurement taken on access to data on architecture, the standard copied values are distributed extensively.
Another important instruction set is the limit of values for measurement sedation. Small instant values are used much more heavily. However, often large ammediatis are used, most likely in the calculation of addresses. The methods that address about the procedures depend on whether their number is a
degree of freedom between the speech modes or the opcodes for the addressing modes, the speech mode can be encoded in the open code. For a large number of combinations, a separate address speaker is usually required for each operation. Many competing forces have to balance when encoding
the standard instruction set: many want to register and possibly address the methods. Address ingest the mode areas on the size of the registration and therefore the size of the average program. A desire for a code of instruction that is easy to implement (multiple bytes, With a possible sacrifice in the
average code size. This term refers to methods in which the instructions are assigned. Information contained in the code of instructions is the price of the operator or result/oped. Below are the important speech methods used on various platforms and architectures. 1) The immediately-supplied mode is
stored clearly in an instant value instruction: example: spam (opcode, Source) Lee $11, 3/Load, 3 instant ly $9, 8 #200/load immediately at the price of 8 to register at $9 example: Quick Price 200 Transfer to Register R0 2) The address of the operation in index mode is obtained by adding the contents of
the General Register (Index Entry) The index is included in the number of registers and the code of permanent value instructions. Index mode is used to access an array of elements that are in continuous memory locations. The instructions represent the content of the code, the initial address of the row
and the price of the index register, and the price of the index of the current element. The index of growth or decremantang can be accessed by registering different element of the row. For example: spam/access arrays. Data array1:. Bytes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Text __start: Transfer $3, $0 # $3 Add 0 with Start
Index $3, $3, 4 # Fifth Element sb $0, array1 ($3) # array1 [4] s0 # Storebytes 0 is stored in the fifth element of the row # index 3) The effective address of the unsustainable mode of operating is the content of a register or important memory location, which appears in the address instructions. The reader
is noted by the name of the register or the recall given in the instructions in the readers. The register or memory location that contains the address of the operation is a marker. When an operation occurs in such mode, the instructions may be asked to go to a specific address. Once it's there, instead of
finding an opred, it gets an address where the opred is located. Note: Two memory access is required to get the value of the operating address and the recovery of the value.  )ﻧﺼﺎﺑﯽ ﮐﺘﺎب( ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﮐﺮﯾﮟ:( ﻣﺜﺎلA), R0 (  ﭘﺘA اور
( ﺪاﯾﺎت ﮐ ﮐﻮڈ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺷﺎﻣﻞA) ﺗﺨﺮوﭘﻦ- ﺳﭙﺎم:آﭘﺮﯾﮉ اﯾﮉرﯾﺲ = ﭘﻮاﺋﻨﭩﺮ ﻣﺘﻐﯿﺮ ( ﻣﺜﺎل
 اﺷﺎر اور ﺑﺎﻟﻮاﺳﻄ رﺟﺴﭩﺮ ﻣﻨﺪرﺟ ذﯾﻞC ﮐﻮڈ ﭘﺮ ﺧﻄﺎب: int * 0 = اﻟﻔﺎx00002004, q = 5; * Alpha s q; The following assembly code can be translated into: Alpha:. Word 0x00002004 # alpha and its address variable # address value is 0x00002004 q:. Word 5... lw $10, q #load word price from address q $10
#$10 is 5 lw $11, alpha # $11 gets price 0x0002004 # It's similar with an instant address price sw # Store Price Registered at $10 From Memory Location # register edits of which address is given by $11 # (Store 5 address 0x00002004) Example: spam/in-sif signal and non-permanent register address.
Data array1:. Bytes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Text __start : la $3, array1 # array1 add direct address mode $3, $3, 4 # fifth element sb $0 address complete, ($3) # array1 [4] s0, byte access #unsustainable speech mode 4) Complete (direct) mode instructions code For example: (spam) son:. Word 2000 lw $11, beta
# load word (32-bit quantity) address is included in the word in the title in beta $11 instruction code # (Register will get $11 price 2000) 5) The name of the register mode (number) is credited in the instructions. The register contains the price of the operation. The number of bits used to define the register
depends on the total number of registers from the processor set. Examples include $14, $14, $13 # Add the contents of the register $13 plus content #register $14 and save the result $14 no memory access to the specified opred in register mode. 6) The index mode will be used to register a base instead
of a single index except for the copied mode. The register contains a marker to the memory location. A number of years is also called as a migration. The address of the operating is obtained by adding continuous content in addition to the base register. The difference between index mode and migration
mode is the number of bits used to consistently represent. When multiple bits are represented to access continuous memory, we are in index mode. Index is more appropriate for access to mode. The migration mode is more appropriate for their access (records). For example: spam/use sectors in the
structure. Data Student:. Word 10000 #field code. Ascii Smith #field name. Bytes 80, 80, 90100 # fields hw1, hw2, hw3, hw4. Text __start: la $3, $3 #3 Base Entry In Structure Student #Load Address $17, $0, 90 # Price 90 registered in $17 # Field Test is 9 bytes #sb $17, 9 ($3) # Registration in registered
content $17 field test #addressed to migrate mode 7) Auto-Addition/Autodecrement mode is a special case of indirect register mode. The number of which is included in the instruction code contains the address of the operation. Auto Add Mode : After the operation address, the content of the register is
incrimantiated. Before the operation, the registration material is teaching mode . Example: Spam/array1--The auto-addition/auto-cremant address mode (MIPS no auto-addition/autodecrimant mode) lw $3, reg ($17) #load in array1. $3 Address Extra ($17) $17, $17, 4 #increment Address (32-bit) اس
#operand
ﺗﮏ رﺳﺎﺋﯽ ﮐ ﺑﻌﺪ آﭨﻮ اﺿﺎﻓ ﺟﯿﺴ ﻣﻮڈ ﻣﯿﮟ دوﺑﺎر ﻟﮑﮭﺎ ﺟﺎ ﺳﮑﺘﺎ: lw + $3, array1 ($ 17) # lw + اﯾﮏ ﺣﻘﯿﻘﯽ
 ﻧ ﯿﮟMIPS  ﺪاﯾﺎتsubi $17, $17, 4 #  ﺗﺪرﯾﺞ اﯾﮉرﯾﺲ آﭘﺮﯾﮉlw $3 ، array1 ($ 17)  اﺻﻠﯽ ﻧ ﯿﮟ، اوﭨﻮدﯾﮑﺮﯾﻤﺎﻧﭧ ﺪاﯾﺎت
 اوﭘﺮ ﺗﺮﺗﯿﺐ دوﺑﺎر اﺑ ﺎم ﮐﯽ ﺗﺠﻮﯾﺰ ﭘﯿﺶ ﮐﯽ ﺟﺎ ﺳﮑﺘﯽ: ﻧﻮٹMIPS ﻓﻦ ﺗﻌﻤﯿﺮ ﻣﯿﮟ. lw $3, array1 ($17) explains the way to address, an operator is represented in effective address instructions. Some contact mode effectively refers to a large extent of the area address and address list like a linear serny. Addressing the mode describes a flexible and effective way to describe complex
effective addresses. Generally, programs are written in a high-level language, as it is an easy way to explain the variables and operations that the programmer needs to perform on variables. Later, this program is set up to create machine code. Machine code has low level instructions. Low level
instructions have code and functionality. The addressing mode has nothing to do with the opcode part. It focuses on offering the address of the operation in the instructions. The following is the list to reveal a variety of ways to address us: types of speech methods before discussing the methods of speech,
we must be aware of the term effective address. Effective Address (EA): Effective address address is the correct memory location where the value of the operating is present. We talk about all the speech methods along with the example for the best understanding. 1. Registration mode includes
functionality in each instruction. The functionalities can be a memory location, processor register or an I/O device. The processor uses the register to represent the functionalities which have instructions in the mode of registering instructions. Here, the effective address is a register where the price of the
operating is present. EA = R ذﯾﻞ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻤﺎری ﻣﺜﺎل ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮ رﺟﺴﭩﺮ ﮐﺮﻧ ﮐ ﻣﻮڈ ﮐ ﻟﺌ ﻤﺎری ﻣﺜﺎﻟﻮں ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮ دو ﺪاﯾﺎت ﯿﮟ. The above examples include R4, R3 Load R3, R2, Add Instructions to represent its functionality. Similarly, Load Instructions also uses the register to represent both of its
functionalities. Therefore, the above instructions uses the registering mode to define the address of the operator. Below, we have a statistic to reveal the instructions included in the example above. Advantage: The price to operate in the addesing mode in the register is present in the register as no
memory references are present. Damage: The location of the register address is limited. Therefore, it has a limit on the size of the price that can be stored. 2. Direct Speech Mode Direct Speech Mode is also known as absolute speech mode. Here, the instructions contain the address of the location in the
memory where the price of the operation is saved. Here, the address of the effective address memory location. EA = A  ﻣﺸﺎ ﺪ ﮐﺮﯾﮟ،  ﻣﺜﺎل ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮBelow: Add R2, a Store R2, A Memory Location in The B Contains Instructions which includes the price register to be included in the content of R2.
Similarly, the store's instructions are the address of the memory location B where the contents of the registerEd R2 will be stored. Below we include the instructions of the above example to show the direct address of The A.D. Advantage: Direct speech mode is the easiest of all address ingestmode.
Damage: Direct address mode provides a limited address space. 3. Instant lye in speech mode, the price of the operation is clearly mentioned in the instructions. Here, effective address is not required as clearly described in the instructions of the operation. We see the example of instant speech mode:
Add R2, #100 sstore R2, 100H included instructions, add 100 R2's content. The # sign in front of the value indicates the value of running immediately. If there is no value # sign in front of it after it is a memory location address. The next instruction store is immediately considered as 100h address because
it does not have #sign-in in front of it. Store instructions store R2 content at a memory location of 100h. In the following statistics we have shown the following examples of shop instructions. Advantage: Memory reference is not required in instant addressing mode because the price clearly exists in the loss
of instructions: the form of instructions provides a limited size for the operation. Therefore, there is limited space for instant value in instant speech mode. 4. Register Indirect Address Mode is used to hold a memory location address where a processor register is placed. This contact mode performs the
same set of instructions for different memory locations. This can be done by increasing the content of the register thus pointing to the new location at all times. In the language of the higher level, it is called as the signal. Unsustainable mode is shown by keeping the register inside the queue. Here is the
contents of the memory location in the effective address register. EA = (R)  ﻟﻮڈ: ﻣﺜﺎل ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮ،  ابR3 ، (R2)// ﻟﻮڈR2 ،  ﻣﻨﺪرﺟ ﺑﺎﻻ ﻟﻮڈ ﺪاﯾﺎت ﮐﻮ درج ﮐﺮد ﻣﯿﻤﻮری ﮐ ﻣﻘﺎم ﭘﺮ ﻣﻮﺟﻮد ﻗﯿﻤﺖ ﮐﻮ ﻟﻮڈ ﮐﺮ ﮔﺎ ﺟﺲ ﻣﯿﮟ رﺟﺴﭩﺮR3  ﻣﯿﮟ رﺟﺴﭩﺮR2
ﮐﯽ ﻃﺮف ﺳ ﻣﻮﺟﻮد. The data below shows how R3 is filled with the
value of storage in the memory location held by The Register R2. Advantage: The register can be used more than once of the same set of instructions in the address mode indirectly. Damage: The number of memory references in the registered indirect address mode is high. 5. Address Mode In Index is
helpful when the instructions in the program are accessed to a large extent of the address or the memory address. In this mode, the effective address is created by a continuous inclusion Content. The contents of the register do not change.
اﻧﮉﯾﮑﺲ ﺳ ﺧﻄﺎب ﮐﺮﻧ ﮐﯽ ﻋﻼﻣﺘﯽ ﻧﻤﺎﺋﻨﺪﮔﯽ ﻇﺎ ﺮ ﮐﯿﺎ ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮ:
X (R)
 اور ﻣﺆﺛﺮ اﯾﮉرﯾﺲ ﮐﯽ ﻃﺮف ﺳ ﻇﺎ ﺮ ﮐﯿﺎEA = X + (R)  ﻟﻮڈ: ذﯾﻞ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺪاﯾﺎت ﭘﺮ ﻏﻮر ﮐﺮﯾﮟ, ﻣﺜﺎل ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮR2 ،  اﯾﮏ ﺑﻮﺟﮫR3 ، (R2)  ﻟﻮڈR4 ، 4 (R2)  ﻟﻮڈR5 ، 8 (R2)  ﻟﻮڈR6 ، 12 ()  اوﭘﺮ ﮐﯽ ﺪاﯾﺎت درج ﮐﺮﯾﮟ ﮔ رﺟﺴﭩﺮR2 ، R3 ، R4 ،  ﻣﻮاد ﮐ ﺳﺎﺗﮫR5 ،  ﻣﯿﻤﻮری ﻣﻘﺎم اﯾﮏContinuous memory from R6 present on the
addresses. Advantage: Index Address Mode provides flexibility to define memory locations. Damage: Implementing the index-addressed mode is complicated. 6. Auto-add mode in automatic add-on mode is intended to refer to the next operation to the register content when the registration content is
received by the instructions.
ﺳﯿﻤﺒﻮﻻﮐﺎﻟﻞ ﯾ ذﯾﻞ ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮ ﻧﻤﺎﺋﻨﺪﮔﯽ ﮐﯽ ﺟﺎﺗﯽ: (R) +
ﮐﯿ ﻮﻧ ﮑ ﯾ ﻗ ﻮ ﺳﯿ ﻦ ﺳ ﻣﻨ ﺴﻠ ﮏ
 ﻣﺆﺛﺮ اﯾﮉرﯾﺲ رﺟﺴﭩﺮ ﮐ ﻣﻮاد، ﯾ ﺎں. Referring to a memory location in which the contents of the register is incrimilated so that it can point to the next memory location where the next opred
is saved. 7. Auto-teaching speech mode It is only opposite to auto enhancement mode. The content of the register in auto-teaching mode is initially de-decriminalised and then the de-decriminalised content of the register is used as an effective address. The semobolaisis is presented as:-(R) help to
implement the auto-enhanced and teaching mode-stake structure. 8. Addressing the relative in the above content we discussed the mode of the index. There we were constantly adding the contents of the register to refer to the next operating address. The programme counter is used in some computers,
rather than a registration.  رﺷﺘ دار اﯾﮉرﯾﺲ ﻣﻮڈ ﮐﯽ ﻋﻼﻣﺘﯽ ﻧﻤﺎﺋﻨﺪﮔﯽX
(PC) اس ﮐ ﻟﺌ ﻣﺆﺛﺮ اﯾﮉرﯾﺲ ﻮ ﺟﺎﺋ ﮔﺎ: EA = X + (ﭘﯽ ﺳﯽ( ﮐ ﻃﻮر ﭘﺮ ﯾ ﺎں آﭘﺮﯾﮉ ﭘﺘﻮں ﭘﺮوﮔﺮام ﮐﺎؤﻧﭩﺮ ﺳ ﻣﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﭘﺎﺋ ﺟﺎﺗ ﯿﮟ. So it is called as relative address mode. Advantage: Relative stoe does not need to solve memory references.
Damage: There is no such harm to the relative. It's about addressing ways in computer architecture. It provides us a flexible way to use instructions to define the address of the procedures. Instructions.
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